ABSTRACT
R data. It includes several integrated tools for filtering, sorting, clustering and visualization of gene expression data as well as tools for the discovery of regulatory motifs in upstream sequences. VIZARD also includes annotation and upstream sequence databases for the majority of genes represented on the Affymetrix Arabidopsis GeneChip R array. Availability: VIZARD is available free of charge for educational, research, and not-for-profit purposes, and can be downloaded at http://www.anm.f2s.com/research/ vizard/. Contact: moseyko@uclink4.berkeley.edu
Recently developed high-density oligonucleotide probe and cDNA microarray technologies now allow for accurate measurement of mRNA transcript abundance for thousands of genes in parallel. The high density, oligonucleotide-based arrays (Lockhart et al., 1996; Lipshutz et al., 1999) are manufactured using photolithography and marketed primarily by Affymetrix Inc. (Santa Clara, CA, USA). These arrays are often referred to as GeneChips R (a registered trademark owned by Affymetrix Inc.). The GeneChip R Arabidopsis genome array has proved to be a very powerful tool for the analysis of gene expression in Arabidopsis thaliana, the most commonly studied plant model organism. Because of several practical obstacles, the rate-limiting step in Arabidopsis gene expression studies is not the data generation step but rather the data analysis step (Ghassemian et al., 2001) . To facilitate analysis of Arabidopsis GeneChip R data, we have developed a Java program, VIZARD, which includes several integrated tools for filtering, sorting, clustering and visualization of gene expression data as well as tools for discovery of * To whom correspondence should be addressed. regulatory motifs in upstream sequences. VIZARD also includes annotation and upstream sequence databases for the majority of genes represented on the Affymetrix Arabidopsis GeneChip R array. At present, there are no analogs to VIZARD either in the public domain software packages or in commercial products with regard to analysis of Affymetrix Arabidopsis GeneChip R data in an integrated environment. The major advantages of the current VIZARD 1.2 version over other public domain programs for microarray data analysis include:
• A user can perform most operations within one program. Once gene expression data are loaded into VIZARD, almost all usual microarray data analysis tasks can be done without exiting the program.
• VIZARD takes into account GeneChip R -specific features such as the noise factor and the absolute call. Currently, there is no publicly available software capable of doing this.
• The program can filter data based on a control experiment as well as on an additional mock experiment or any other experiment of choice. There are several advanced filtering options not found in other programs for microarray data analysis.
• VIZARD integrates existing public domain tools to facilitate data analysis. For example, clustering of GeneChip R data can be done using the EPCLUST web tool at the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI, http://www.ebi.ac.uk). Gene function can be looked up using MIPS Arabidopsis Thaliana DataBase (MATDB) at the Munich Information Center for Protein Sequences (MIPS, http://mips.gsf.de). Regulatory motif searches can be performed via integration with AlignACE software (Hughes et al., 2000) , which is at present one of the most popular and advanced motif discovery programs used in microarray data analysis. VIZARD serves as glue linking the above tools, and a user can conveniently perform most tasks within one program. • Easy navigation and data cleaning. All available data and commands for a gene of interest are displayed by selecting the gene and double-or right-clicking on it: probe set ID, annotation (gene, product, function), fold changes, expression levels (absolute differences), absolute calls, expression pattern (graph), link to external annotation database (MATDB), and the Delete command (to remove the gene from a data set if neccessary).
• VIZARD includes an annotation database for fast access to gene function as well as a database of upstream sequences of all known genes represented on the Affymetrix Arabidopsis GeneChip R array.
• Because publicly available annotation data changes at a very fast pace, VIZARD can update the included annotation database with up-to-date information via batch download from MATDB.
• VIZARD can automatically update/upgrade itself, as soon as any of its features are modified or new features are added or a new version is released. This removes the need to download and reinstall the program when new updates/upgrades become available.
To learn more about the program features and to read the documentation, visit the VIZARD home page at http: //www.anm.f2s.com/research/vizard/. A screenshot of the program is shown above (Figure 1 ).
